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BOAT SPECIFICATIONS
Tax

Included

Beam

8' 6"

Model Year

2008

Max Draft

4' 6"

Torquay,

Engine(s)

Devon

Make

Colgate 26

Engine(s)

Location

Builder
Hull
Material
LOA

Power
GRP

25' 8"

Engine
Model

Honda

5 hp

Outboard

DESCRIPTION
The Colgate 26 has been designed to offer speed and more importantly stability on the waves. She has an efficient sail
plan, and being easy to handle makes her a perfect first sailboat or sailing training, and whilst also used in racing they offer
lots of room as a family sailboat too.
Ashwater is in pristine condition, the 4 berth cabin is spotless, and she has full fitted cushions inside and out which look as
new. Rigging and sails are all in good condition, and her exterior and hull have been professionally cared for throughout
ownership.
Extremely popular in the US, the Colgate 26 was designed by Olympic and America Cup Sailor Steve Colgate for use in his
sailing school. There is a wealth of information on the features of the Colgate 26 here, if you are unfamiliar with the boat.
There is also a Youtube channel from the makers which display sailing tips using the 26 and more.
The model has room for plenty of sailors, a high boom and sunken cockpit to make manoeuvres easier, the ergonomic tiller
is a breeze to use and a low transom allows easy access either to step-aboard or from the water.
We highly recommend viewings and she is currently on her berth in Torquay, Devon.

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
Anchor and Chain
Compass
Fitted Cabin Cushions in Navy
Fitted Cockpit Cushions in White
Garmin 550s GPS Plotter
Igloo Marine 45ltr Coolbox
Jib
Main Sail
Mainsail Cover
Portable Fuel Tank with Fill Gauge
Self Draining Cockpit
Sink, Hand Pump Tap & Water Tank
Solar Panel
Spinnaker
Storage Lockers

Tiller Cover
Various Rigging
VHF Radio

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
One Marine have partnered with Boats & Yachts Warranty, the marine industry’s leading Extended Warranty provider, to
offer you comprehensive cover for your new vessel.

Make Sure you’re Protected
Your craft is likely to be one of the largest investments you’ll make in your life, so we are pleased to offer the opportunity to
purchase a Warranty for your vessel.
Boats & Yachts Warranty Extended Warranty Plans add a layer of protection to your purchase and gives you that added
peace of mind when buying a pre-owned craft.
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